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ABSTRACT 22
The role of competitive interactions in the formation and coexistence of viral strains remains 23 unresolved. Neglected aspects of existing strain theory are that viral pathogens are repeatedly 24 introduced from animal sources and readily exchange their genes. The combined effect of 25 introduction and reassortment opposes strain structure, in particular the predicted stable 26 coexistence of antigenically differentiated strains under strong frequency-dependent selection 27 mediated by cross-immunity. Here we use a stochastic model motivated by rotavirus, the most 28 common cause of childhood diarrheal mortality, to investigate serotype structure under these 29 conditions. We describe a regime in which the transient coexistence of distinct strains emerges 30 despite only weak cross-immunity, but is disturbed by invasions of new antigenic segments 31 that reassort into existing backgrounds. We find support for this behavior in global rotavirus 32 Understanding how pathogen variation is generated, structured and maintained is a central 42 question in disease ecology and is of fundamental importance to epidemiology. Ultimately, 43 such research requires the synthesis of a wide set of fields including evolutionary, 44 epidemiological, immunological, and ecological dynamics 1 . A major body of theoretical work 45 at this intersection posits that the combined immunity of the host population can drive 46 pathogens to differentiate into groups with reduced immune cross-reactivity, as intermediate 47 hybrids are suppressed by the protection of the population to the established parental strains [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . 48
This organization into discrete strains as the result of 'immune selection' relates to ideas at the 49 core of theoretical ecology including competitive exclusion, niche differentiation, character 50 displacement and limiting similarity, suggesting that species cannot stably coexist when using 51 a single resource, and that the boundaries of realized (or occupied) niches are set by 52 competition [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, in previous models of niche differentiation the dynamic role of 53 evolution in the maintenance and formation of these niches was only partially explored, and 54 establishing empirical evidence for a role of non-neutral processes in the coexistence of diverse 55 communities has been challenging [12] [13] [14] . 56
57
In the context of pathogens, the role of mutation and recombination in niche differentiation has 58 been evaluated under competitive interactions mediated by a high level of serotype-specific 59 immunity and for a restricted set of antigenic variants from a 'finite pool' [4] [5] [6] . Here, instead we 60 consider low levels of specific immunity and an unlimited antigenic reservoir so that we can 61 address the structure and dynamics of serotype diversity in rotavirus A (RVA), the leading 62 cause of diarrheal deaths in children worldwide. RVA experiences recurrent introductions of 63 antigenic novelty through zoonotic transmission, as well as frequent reassortment between its 64 segments and weaker specific (homotypic) than generalized (heterotypic) immunity. These areadditional processes which potentially undermine strain structure and coexistence. 23 . Although mutation is responsible for a certain degree of 80 antigenic change within individual G types (e.g. within G1), its role in the antigenic evolution 81 of rotavirus within the human population is thought to be limited 24, 25 . Multiple G and P types 82 have been described, and in contrast to influenza, serotypes coexist and undergo frequent 83 reassortment 26, 27 . Several of the discovered G and P types are more abundant than others, and 84 only a small fraction of all possible genotypes of RVA have been reported 17, 20, 26, 28 . This has 85 been attributed to a balance between preferred genome constellations and reassortment 26 , and 86 there is evidence that these constellations have an improved fitness unrelated to immunity 29 . 87
However, it should be noted that in the absence of specific immunity or an alternative type of 88 niche differentiation (e.g. host and tissue tropism), hosts act as a single resource and simple 89 ecological and epidemiological models predict competitive exclusion by the strain with the 90 largest basic reproductive number 8, 30 . Mechanisms for stable co-existence in the absence of this 91 type of niche differentiation exist but have not been observed for rotavirus [31] [32] [33] [34] . 92
93
The frequency of circulating rotavirus serotypes varies over time and across global geographic 94 regions 28 . On a local level circulating serotypes are often partially or fully replaced after being 95 common in a region for several years [35] [36] [37] , yet those can re-emerge at later periods. These 96 replacement dynamics, taken together with possible changes in serotype prevalence following 97 vaccination [38] [39] [40] suggest that selective pressures generated by host immunity can drive changes 98 in circulating serotypes. However, the role of such immune selection (stabilizing competition) 99 in the maintenance and structure of rotavirus serotypes has not been established. Motivated by 100 important challenges in rotavirus, we formulate a stochastic transmission model including 101 antigenic evolution to investigate how serotype structure is generated and maintained. Our 102 work extends the dynamic regimes previously identified by strain theory and phylodynamic 103 models, to include the introduction of antigenically novel segments from the zoonotic 104 introduction of alleles 1 
141
Parameter ranges for generalized and specific immunity were chosen to match published 142 rotavirus clinical data. The range of generalized immunity considered, was determined by 143 fitting the probability of reinfection in a cohort of Indian children (s gen =0.4) and including a 144 wide range above and below that estimate (s gen =0.2-0.6) 43 ( Figure S1 ). With this estimate of 145 generalized immunity, we observe stable infection levels, characteristic of rotavirus when there 146 is low specific immunity (s spec =0.25) ( Figure S2 ). As the value of specific immunity is 147 increased, epidemic dynamics coupled by the full or partial sequential replacement of strains 148 occur, similar to influenza, ( Figure 1A) . as one over the probability that two serotypes randomly selected from a sample will share the 158 same segment at the locus. Second, we measure the amount of niche overlap as the fraction of 159 shared segment alleles between strains from randomly sampled infected hosts, excluding 160 antigenically identical strains. In the absence of serotype-specific immunity (s spec =0), segment 161 alleles are neutral, and a single serotype persists for the duration of the simulation ( Figure 2B) . 162
In previous studies, in the context of a finite antigenic pool and strong specific immunity, 163 reassortment had a limited effect on strain structure 4 . Here, we see that with lower levels of 164 specific immunity and with the repeated introduction of antigenic novelty, reassortment results 165 in increased niche overlap, higher diversity of strains, and more complex strain dynamics 166 Figure 2A , C, D, E). As expected, however, the formation of a strain structure 167 with reduced niche overlap is substantially diminished with higher reassortment rates ( Figure  168 2D, E). 169 
182
In previous models which generate discrete strain structure, antigenically differentiated strains 183 were maintained through the suppression of recombinant strains by the combined immunity of 184 the host population against the parental strains 2 . Here, additional competitive forces exist in the 185 form of selection which favors strains carrying novel antigenic segment alleles, specifically inrelation to their parental backgrounds; evidence for which is seen in the form of largely non-187 overlapping strain structure indicating the extinction of the background strains on which new 188 segment alleles were introduced ( Figure 2C 203 Surprisingly, at low specific immunity levels, this change in the composition of strains (Figure  204 1B, C) with increasing reassortment rate has a limited effect on the prevalence and diversity of 205 individual segments (Figure 3A, B) . The genealogy resulting from these simulations is 206 comparable to the inferred genealogy of rotavirus ( Figure S4) 
232

G-P genotypes contrasting between established (P8, P4) and more recently widespread (P6) P-types
233
We compare the diversity of G-P genotypes, contrasting between established (G1, G2, G3, G4) 234 and more recently introduced (G6, G8, G9, G12) G-types as defined in 26, 28, 49 . In Figure 4A we 235 plot the sampling frequency of common rotavirus genotypes grouped by sharing a G protein 236 genotype/serotype 50 . G types that have become more prevalent recently show associations with 237 multiple P types, consistent with the model's behavior of movement through different 238 established backgrounds. By contrast, the established genotypes are associated with fewer P 239 backgrounds (p=0.03, T-test two-tailed): thus, G1-G4 are associated on average with 1.2 P-240 types (Inverse Simpson index) compared to 2.3 types for the more recent G6, G8, G9 and G12 241 ( Figure 4B) . Similarly, P6, which has recently become more widespread is associated with 5.9 242 G-types compared to 1.8 G-types on average for P4 and P8 (Figure 4C 
267
Next, we examine empirical evidence of strain structure in the form of weakly overlapping 268 niches as predicted by theory. We plot the abundance of different G-P genotype combinations 269 (Table S1 ) in matrix form, ordered from the most prevalent to the least prevalent segment 270 types ( Figure 5A ). In addition, we plot the p-value for a specific G-P pair being above or 271 below its expected abundance if segment associations were random while maintaining the 272 same number of segments for each type. We observe significant departures from random 273 niche differentiation at this scale we interrogate sequence data locally, at the country of origin 307 level, and based on decade long time intervals (1985-1995, 1995-2005, 2005-2015) . We 308 calculated the community overlap of genotypes in a specific country and decade and the 309 probability that this or a lower overlap of was generated by chance in a random assembly of 310 global segment alleles. We find that e.g. The role of competitive interactions in the formation and maintenance of viral strains is a 319 subject of ongoing investigation. This research complements the emphasis that has been givento interspecies transmission events in the emergence of viral subtypes and serotypes, and to 321 epistatic interactions limiting the associations between different segment alleles. In this study, 322
we evaluated the role of immune-mediated competitive interactions in the formation of 323 serotypes in a model that captures major aspects of rotavirus dynamics, and is applicable to 324 other viruses, in particular ones which encounter reassortment in the face of the repeated 325 introduction of antigenic novelty from a diverse source, such as the zoonotic reservoir, and 326 ones with limited type-specific immunity. We show that under these conditions strain structure 327 can emerge, and involves a balance between competitive forces driving immune-mediated 328 niche differentiation, and disturbance to this structure by repeated invasions and frequent 329 reassortment. Existing rotavirus sequence data exhibits a non-random structure which is 330 consistent with this dynamical regime. Consistent with the simulation, we observe the rapid association of recently introduced G and P 362 types with diverse partners (Figure 4) . However, in contrast with simulation, established 363 serotypes maintain a fixed number of associations for prolonged durations ( Figure S3A) . We 364 attribute the higher number of associations of older G and P types to missing components in 365 our model, namely, a higher fitness for preferred genome constellations 26 . When a 366 'crystallization' mechanism was introduced, overall association diversity was reduced, and 367 when reassortment was sufficient to generate multiple associations newly introduced segments 368
showed an increasing diversity of association followed by a decline (Figure S3B) . Further,research into this suggested mechanism and the role of fitness differences, in generating this 370 and additional patterns of strain diversity in rotavirus is necessary. An additional missing 371 component is the composition of additional genome segments, and their organization into 372 genogroups. Instead, to maintain the simplicity of our model we considered three equivalent 373 antigenic segments. Finally, a model which considers population sizes, and effective 374 population sizes and structure, consistent with the ones observed in rotavirus may help in 375 future research and in distinguishing neutral from non-neutral evolutionary patterns. However, 376 rotavirus strains experience global circulation and there is no clear association between 377 different strains and geographic regions, suggesting geographic population structure isn't 378 sufficient to maintain the observed serotype dynamics. 379
380
We have shown that a coexistence regime exhibits in rotavirus a non-random structure with a 381 signature of competitive interactions and weakly-overlapping niches between strains. Our 382 results suggest that dramatic changes in serotype composition can occur without a dramatic 383 change in standing generalized immunity. Moreover, targeted interventions, identifying shared 384 commonly recognized antigens, may identify transient sweeping alleles as being most 385 common. These alleles may have no inherent fitness differences compared to other alleles, with 386 the exception of a transiently higher host susceptibility. As such, targeted vaccination against 387 these alleles may not offer higher efficacy. Finally, we expect some of the barriers on the 388 formation and on the invasion of strains to originate from immune mediated competition, 389 which can change in direction and composition with the introduction of vaccination, potentially 390 leading to unexpected changes to strain composition. Reassortment, combined with zoonosis 391 has been the mechanism behind the emergence of major recent pandemics such as the 2009 392 H1N1 influenza pandemic. It is therefore crucial to understand the role the population 393 susceptibility, specific and generalized, in preventing such spillover events from animalsources, and to understand the potential of viral segments to reassort. As is the case with 395 influenza, the study of the global diversity of rotavirus strains, both human and zoonotic is 396 important in preventing the emergence of invading serotypes. All else being equal, a polyvalent 397 vaccine leading to a higher vaccine breadth, would help reduce the potential for new strains 398 which are substantially different from the vaccine strain to invade or form through 399 reassortment. A dramatic shift in serotype composition may result in small but important 400 differences in immunity; a reduction in efficacy of 5-10% can nonetheless result in tens of 401 thousands of lives. 402 406 407
METHODS 404
Model Description 408
In previous models, strong immunity against each segment allele, was necessary for antigenic 409 niche differentiation between strains 2,4,40 . Cohort studies and vaccine studies suggest rotavirus 410 departs significantly from these assumptions in that: 1. multiple infections are possible, with a 411 diminishing probability based on the number of previous infections, and 2. much of the 412 immunity gained is generalized, that is a host infected with one strain gains some portion of 413 protection against all strains 3. the portion of immunity that is specific to a strain is debated 20-414 22 . To better match these aspects of rotavirus epidemiology, we explore a range of parameters 415 and explicitly include both a generalized and a strain specific component to immunity. In our 416 model, the risk of infection has a generalized component which follows an exponential decline 417 based on the number of previous infections with any rotavirus strain and a specific component 418 which follows an exponential decline based on the fraction of segments in the current strain 419 which have been seen before by the host in previous infections. In contrast with previous 420 models, we include the arrival of newly introduced segment alleles 36 . These are introduced in 421 the simulation at a given annual rate. Reassortment is also modeled, and when a host is 422 infected with multiple viral strains segments are reassorted with a certain probability. Model 423 parameters are listed in Table 1 . 
